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The natural analogues of Lee weight and the Gray map over 

are introduced.
Self-dual codes for the Euclidean scalar product with Lee weights multiple of 4 are
called Type II. They produce Type II binary codes by the Gray map. All extended
Q-codes of length a multiple of 4 are Type II. This includes quadratic residue codes
attached to a prime p,3 (mod 8), certain double circulant codes, and some a$ne
invariant codes. A general mass formula is derived, a new upper bound for Euclidean
self-dual codes over 

is given, and the "rst extremal self-dual [92, 46, 16] binary code
is built.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)171
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172 GABORIT ET AL.1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of Type II codes over 

was introduced by Gleason and Pierce
in the sixties. More recently Type II codes over 

, 

and 

#u

were
introduced, motivated by coding constructions for even lattices [1, 2] and
even Hermitian lattices [9], respectively. In this article, Type II codes over


are introduced to construct Type II binary codes by projection on the
unique trace-orthogonal basis. This transform maps self-dual codes for
the Euclidean scalar product onto self-dual binary codes. We introduce the
Lee weight over 

as the Hamming weight of the Gray image. Self-dual
codes over 

for the Euclidean scalar product are called Type II if their Lee
weights are multiples of 4 and Type I otherwise. It should be noted that
the Euclidean scalar product has received much less attention so far than the
Hermitian scalar product. Examples of Type II codes are generalized quad-
ratic residue codes of length q#1 with q a prime congruent to 3 mod 8 [5],
some a$ne-invariant codes [17], and certain Q-codes introduced by
Pless in [23].
While the binary images of these quadratic residue codes have been studied
by several authors [5, 16, 19, p. 509], the binary images of the Q-codes are
considered here for the "rst time.
The material is organized as follows. Section 2 collects de"nitions and
notations. Section 3 establishes the basic properties of the Gray map and
gives the new upper bound for Euclidean self-dual codes. Section 4 studies
algebraic Type II codes: quadratic residue, double circulant, a$ne invariant,
duadic. It turns out that all extended Q-codes of doubly even length are
Type II; the proof appeals to elementary (but not easy!) number theory. The
binary images of these codes is also considered. Section 5 is concerned with
classi"cation.
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we give the needed notation and de"nitions. In particular,
we introduce Type II codes which are a remarkable class of self-dual codes.
Let 

:"0, 1, , N" be the "nite "eld of order 4. A code C of length
n over 

is a 

-subspace of 

. An additive code is a subgroup of (

,#).
An element of C is called a codeword. Duality for codes is understood
with respect to the Euclidean form 

x

y

. C is said to be self-dual if C"C.
The Lee composition of a vector x"(x

,2, x)3 is de"ned as
(n

(x), n

(x), n

(x)) where n

(x) is the number of x

"0, n

(x) the number
of x

"1, and n

(x)"n!n

(x)!n

(x) where n is the length. The Lee weight
w

(x) of x is then de"ned as n

(x)#2n

(x). The symmetrized weight2
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173enumerator (swe for short) is de"ned as
swe

(a, b, c)"

abc.
There is a natural (not 

-linear!) Gray map  which is a 

-linear isometry
from (

, Lee distance) onto (

, Hamming distance) where the Lee distance
of two codewords x and y is the Lee weight of x!y. We let, for all x, y3

,
 (x#N y)"(x, y).
Since multiplying a column by  does not preserve the Euclidean or Lee
weight of a codeword, we need a restricted de"nition of equivalence and we
say that two codes are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by
permuting the coordinates (this is not the usual monomial equivalence).
A self-dual code over 

is said to be Type II if the Lee weight of every
codeword is a multiple of 4 and Type I otherwise.
3. FIRST PROPERTIES
3.1. Gray Map
First, we connect the properties of C to those of its Gray image.
PROPOSITION 3.1. If C is self-orthogonal so is  (C). In this case (C) is
a ¹ype I (resp. ¹ype II) code i+ C is is a ¹ype I (resp. ¹ype II) code.
Proof. Let z"x#N y (resp. z"x#N y), with x, y (resp. x, y)3

.
If z ) z"0 in 

then z ) z"(y ) y#x ) y#x ) y)#N (x )x#x ) y#x ) y)
entails both y ) y#x ) y#x ) y"0 and x )x#x ) y#x ) y"0. Since
4"2, the result follows. 
The following theorem gives a restriction on the length of a Type II code.
COROLLARY 3.2. ¹here exists a ¹ype II code of length n i+ n,0 (mod4).
Proof. It is known that if a binary Type II code exists for length n then
n,0 (mod8) (cf. [21]). Thus if a Type II code of length n exists then n must
be divisible by four. The code with the following generator matrix

1
0
1
1
1

1
N 
is Type II of length 4. It is therefore possible to construct by direct sums Type
II codes over 

for any length which is a multiple of 4. 
174 GABORIT ET AL.COROLLARY 3.3. ¸et d

(n) be the highest minimum ¸ee weight of a ¹ype II
code or ¹ype I code of length n. ¹hen
d

(n)44 
n
12#4.
Proof. The Gray map is an isometry from (

, Lee distance) to (

,
Hamming distance). An upper bound on the minimum Hamming weight of
a binary Type II (resp. Type I) code is given in [21] (resp. [24]). 
COROLLARY 3.4. ¸et d

(n) be the highest minimum Hamming weight of an
Euclidean self-dual code over 

of length n. ¹hen
d

(n)44 
n
12#4.
Proof. The Hamming weight of a codeword is equal to or less than its Lee
weight. 
Remark. This bound improves the previous bound for Euclidean self-
dual codes which was d

(n)4[ 

]#1 (cf. [25]).
LEMMA 3.5. ¸et C and C be equivalent codes over 

.¹hen  (C) and (C)
are equivalent.
Proof. This follows from the de"nition of the Gray map. 
3.2. Bounds on the Minimum Distance
The sub5eld subcode C

of C is the linear subcode of C consisting of those
codewords all entries of which are binary. The trace code ¹r(C) of C is the
binary code obtained from C by taking the trace of each codeword coor-
dinatewise.
PROPOSITION 3.6. ¹he minimum ¸ee distance d

of C is at least the Ham-
ming distance of ¹r(C) and at most the Hamming distance of C

.
Proof. The "rst assertion follows by noticing for all x, y3

the identities
¹r((x#N y))"x,
¹r(N (x#N y))"y.
The second assertion follows by multiplying a vector ofC

by and taking
its binary image. 
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1754. CONSTRUCTIONS
4.1. Quadratic Residue Codes
Let p be a prime congruent to 3 (mod8). Let C(p) denote the extended
quadratic residue code of length p#1 over 

.
PROPOSITION 4.1. ¹he code C(p) is a ¹ype II code over 

and its minimum
¸ee distance d

satis,es
(d

!1)!(d

!1)#152p#1.
Proof. By [23] the code is self-dual for the Euclidean scalar product and
by [5] the Lee weights of the codewords are multiples of 4 and satisfy the said
bound. 
Remark. In the case p,$1 (mod8), C(p) is obtained by extension of the
"eld of scalars from its sub"eld subcode and its Gray image is the direct sum
of two copies of the binary quadratic residue code.
In the case p,!3 (mod8), C(p) is self-dual only for the Hermitian scalar
product.
A study of the Gray image can be found in [19, p. 509].
4.2. Quadratic Double Circulant Codes
Recently Gaborit introduced in [13] a class of codes which generalizes
binary double circulant codes and the Pless symmetry codes to codes over 

.
For q an odd prime or the power of an odd prime and a"0 or 1, we let the
matrix Q(a, w, w) be the qq matrix on 

labeled on its rows and its
columns by elements of GF (q): r

"a, r

,2, r	 , with components q	 . The
entries q
	
are de"ned in terms of quadratic residues and by the function
 de"ned on GF (q) by  (r

)"1,  (r

)"w if r

is a quadratic residue in GF (q),
and  (r

)"w otherwise. Then we de"ne q
	
as  (r
	
!r

). In the important
case where q is a prime we set r

"0, r

"1,2, r	"q!1, which leads to
a circulant Q(1, w, w) matrix. We let B (q) be the [2q#2, q#1] code with
generator matrix,

1 020 0 121
0 1
0 1
 I  Q(1, w, w)
0 1
 ,
TABLE I
Quadratic Double Circulant Codes over 

and Their Binary Images
n k d P n


k


d


Type
14 7 6 28 14 6 I
16 8 6 32 16 8 II
46 23 14 92 46 16 I
48 24 14 96 48 16 II
62 31 16 124 62 16 I
64 32 16 128 64 16 II
176 GABORIT ET AL.and we let P(q) be the [2q, q] code with generator matrix
(I Q(0, w, w)),
It is proven in [13] that B (q) and P (q) are Euclidean self-dual for q"8k!1
and therefore the straightforward proposition follows:
PROPOSITION 4.2. ¹he codes B (q) with q"8k!1 are ¹ype II Euclidean
self-dual codes over 

.
The binary image of B (q) for q"7 (a [16, 8, 6] code over 

) is an extremal
binary Type II [32, 16, 8] code which corresponds to the code C83 of the
Conway}Pless classi"cation of [6]. The Gray image of P (q) for q"23 is
a [92, 46, 16] extremal binary self-dual code, which is better than any
previously known code with these parameters (cf. [3]). The binary images of
these codes are displayed in Table I.
4.3. A$ne Invariant Codes
These codes have been studied by LeH vy-dit-Vehel in her Ph.D. thesis [17,
Chap. V]. In particular she determined that there are exactly nine such codes
of length 64. All but one of them [17, Property IV.1] contain the RM (2, 6) as
sub"eld subcode and are therefore, by Proposition 4.1, of minimum Lee
distance at most 16. They are all Type II [17, Sect. 4.3.1].
4.4. Q-Codes
This family of codes is the quaternary generalization of duadic binary
codes [18]. It encompasses both extended cyclic quadratic residue codes
and the codes of the preceding section as this class contains all extended
cyclic self-dual codes [23]. The case of quadratic residue codes is a special
case of Q-codes of prime length. An extended Q-code of composite length is
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congruent to 3 modulo 4 [23].
To motivate the following arithmetic developments we recall a few de"ni-
tions. A coordinate permutation 

is called a multiplier if 

sends x into ax
(mod n) for all x3

. A multiplier acts naturally on cyclotomic cosets. If the
non-zero cyclotomic cosets for n can be divided into two equal partsA and B,
which 

inter-changes then 

is said to give the splitting. It can be shown
that Q-codes of length n exist i! a splitting exists. This is done by explicit
construction of their generating idempotents as a function of A and B [23]. It
is further known that a Q-code has a Euclidean self-dual extension i! 
	
gives the splitting [23]. We already saw that Euclidean self-dual quadratic
residue codes were Type II. We now generalize this result to Q-codes. Recall
that a quaternary code is said to be odd-like i! it is not wholly contained in
the hyperplane 

x

"0.
THEOREM 4.3. ¸et C be an odd-like Q-code over 

of length n,3
modulo 4, with splitting given by 
	
. ¸et CM be the extended code of C. ¹hen
the Gray image of CM is ¹ype II.
We "rst prove some number theory results.
Let a and N be two integers satisfying (a,N)"1 and let [a]

"
a, a ,2, a"1 be the cyclotomic coset of a modulo N. We denote by
redsets of a modulo N the sets 	[a]

with (	, N)"1. The redsets correspond
to the cyclotomic cosets of the units of Z/(N). It follows that the number of
redsets is equal to (

and that they all have size d. Now any coset of amodulo
N can be written as n

	[a]

, with n

n

"N and 	[a]

a redset of a modulo
n

. Conversely any redset of a modulo n

gives a unique coset of a modulo N.
Recall that the Jacobi symbol [15, p. 51] (a/p) attached to an integer a and
a prime p is 1 if a is a residue mod p and!1 otherwise. IfN"



p

then the
¸egendre symbol [15, p. 56] (a/N) is de"ned as 



(a/p) .
The following lemma holds:
LEMMA 4.4. ¹he number of redsets of a modulo N is odd if and only if
N"p with p a prime satisfying (a/p)"!1.
Proof. If N"
 


p

, then the order d of a modulo N is lcm (d

,2, d)
with d

the order of a modulo p

. Since  (p

)"(p

!1)p	

, it follows that
2 divides (

if i is greater than 1. Now suppose that i"1, N"p. If
(a/p)"1, a is a quadratic residue modulo p and d divides (

. Conversely if
(a/p)"!1, then d does not divide (

and so 2 does not divide (

. 
We now prove the general result:
THEOREM 4.5. ¸et a and N be two integers such that (a,N)"1. ¹hen the
number of cyclotomic cosets of a modulo N is odd if and only if (a/N)"!1,
where (a/N) is the ¸egendre symbol (or the Jacobi symbol if N is composite).
178 GABORIT ET AL.Proof of ¹heorem 4.5. Let a and N be two integers such that (a,N)"1
and N"
 


p

. Then by the preceding lemma and the structure of the
cosets in function of the redsets, we "nd that the parity of the number of
cosets is congruent modulo 2 to

 

	
1" 

	


"S, say.
The identity (a/N)"(!1) gives the result. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If a"2 the number of cosets of a modulo N is odd if and
only if N"G3(8).
If a"4 the number of cosets of a modulo N is always even.
Proof of ¹heorem 4.3. Let C be an odd-like Q-code of length n,3
modulo 4, with splitting given by 
	
. As the splitting is given by 
	
, nmust
be the product of primes, each congruent to 3 modulo 4. The number of these
primes is odd. Since 
	
gives the splitting,CM is Euclidean self-dual.We know
that the Gray image of CM is self-dual by Theorem 3.1. We show now that this
image is Type II by giving a basis of doubly even (d.e) vectors.
Let e(x) be the generating idempotent of C and e (x) its extension. It will be
enough to prove that the Lee weights of e(x) and we(x) are congruent to
0 modulo 4 as the Gray images of the extensions of e (x) and its shifts and the
extension of we (x) and its shifts form the desired basis.
Now 4 is a quadratic residue for any prime p. If p is 3 modulo 4, the order of
4 modulo p is odd as it divides 	

which is odd. Hence the size of any
cyclotomic coset of 4 modulo n is odd.
Let S

be the set of 4-cyclotomic cosets of n which are not 2-cyclotomic
cosets and S

the set of 4-cyclotomic cosets which are 2-cyclotomic cosets.
De"ne m

"S

 and m

"S

. Note that m

and m

#m

are even. Hence
m

is also even. As 
	
gives the splitting, for each cyclotomic coset, there is
another of the same size namely 
	
of it. Since each 4-cyclotomic coset has
odd size and each is paired with another of the same size, m

#m

,n!1
(mod4).
Let e(x)"	


e

X. The characterization of the e

can be found in [23]. If
i3S

, then e

can equal w (or w) or 1 (or 0). If e

"w, then e

"w or if
e

"w then e

"w. If i3S

, e

"0 or 1. If e

"0, then e

"1 and if e

"1
then e

"0. Hence as  e

,m

/2#m

/2,(n!1)/2,1 (mod2), e

"1.
As e(x) has odd weight, e

"0. When we extend e(x) to e (x), the extended
position is 1. We see that the Lee weight of e (x) modulo 4 is m

#m

#2,0
(mod4).
Note that m

/2#m

is the number of 2-cyclotomic cosets for n. We now
look at the Lee weight of we(x) modulo 4 and consider two cases:
TYPE II CODES OVER 
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179Case 1. n,3 (mod8). Either m

#m

,n!1,2 (mod8) or m

#
m

,4#n!1,6 (mod8).
If m

#m

,n!1,2 (mod8), then the Lee weight of we (x) modulo 4 is
m

#(m

#m

)/2#1,m

#2 (mod4). As m

/2 is odd by Corollary 4.6, m

is singly even so that this weight is doubly even.
If m

#m

,n!1,6 (mod8), then the Lee weight of we (x) modulo 4 is
m

#(m

#m

)/2#2#1,m

#2 (mod 4), which is 0 (mod4) as m

is
singly even.
Case 2. n,7 (mod8). Again we must distinguish between whether
m

#m

,n!1,6 (mod8) or 2 (mod 8).
If m

#m

,6 (mod8), the Lee weight of we(x) modulo 4 is
m

#((m

#m

)/2)#1,m

(mod4). As m

/2 is even (Corollary 4.6), m

,0
(mod4).
If m

#m

,2 (mod8), the Lee weight of we(x) modulo 4 is
m

#((m

#m

)/2)#3, which is m

,0 (mod 4). 
In Table II we give the binary images of Euclidean self-dual Q-codes with
composite length less than 57. One of the binary images is an extremal
self-dual code of length 68. There are 3 possible types of weight enumeratorsTABLE II
Binary Images of Extended Q-Codes with Composite Length457
l n k d Q P n


k


d


Type
9 0 1 3
10 5 3 2 1 w w 20 10 4 I
21 0 1 3 5 7 9
22 11 6 2 1 w 0 w w 1 44 22 6 I
22 11 4 2 1 w 0 w w 1 44 22 4 I
22 11 6 2 1 1 1 0 w 0 44 22 8 I
22 11 3 2 1 1 0 0 w 0 44 22 4 I
27 0 1 3 9
28 14 4 2 0 w w w 56 28 4 II
28 14 4 2 0 w w w 56 28 4 II
33 0 1 3 5 11
34 17 3 2 1 w w w w 68 34 4 I
34 17 10 2 1 w w w w 68 34 12 I
34 17 6 2 1 w w w w 68 34 8 I
34 17 6 2 1 w w w w 68 34 8 I
57 0 1 3 5 19
58 29 8 2 1 w w w w 116 58 8 I
58 29 4 2 1 w w w w 116 58 4 I
58 29 12 2 1 w w w w 116 58 16 I
58 29 6 2 1 w w w w 116 58 8 I
TABLE III
Q-Codes of Length 64 with [128, 64, 20] Type II Binary Images
0 1 3 15 5 43 7 9 11 13 21
C128}1 0 1 1 0 1 0 w 0 0 1 w
C128}2 0 1 1 0 1 0 w 0 0 1 w
180 GABORIT ET AL.for self-dual [68, 34, 12] codes (see [10]), the code we obtain is of the second
type and has weight enumerator,
="1#(442#4)y#(10864!8)y#(223623!36)y#2,
with "104. The automorphism group of this code has order 330 and
it was checked with MAGMA that this code is equivalent to the code C

of [14]. The next length is 63 for which there are 1024 possible codes
which are all Type II. We checked some of them and we give in Table III
two [64, 32,17] codes, which are the "rst codes with these parameters (cf. [3])
and whose binary image are [128, 64, 20] binary Type II codes. The notation
used in the tables de"nes Q-codes in terms of the value of the idempotent
on each cyclotomic class and is identical to the notation used in [23]. In
the table, l stands for the length of the Q-code, Q stands for the number of
equivalent Q-codes, n, k, and d (resp. n


, k


, and d


) stand for the length,
dimension, and minimum weight of the Q-code (resp. the binary image of
the Q-code).
We have also obtained an extremal binary code of length 44.
5. CLASSIFICATION
5.1. Mass Formulas
Finding a mass formula for a given class of codes is in fact counting the
number of distinct codes in this class. Mass formulas are a very important
tool to classify codes.
The mass formula for Type I codes can be found in [22]; in Table III we
give a mass formula for Type II codes over 

.
THEOREM 5.1. ¸et n be an integer multiple of 4 and let N

(n) be the number
of distinct ¹ype II codes over 

. ¹hen
N

(n)"	



4		#3 ) 2		!1
4!1 .
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that any Euclidean self-dual code over 

contains 1 since its binary image is
self-dual.
By the Gray map there is a correspondence between Type II codes over


of length n and Type II binary codes of length 2n. Since the correspondence
also preserves their doubly even subcodes, it seems natural to generalize
the mass formula for Type II binary codes to the case 

. In this case the
problem is that if we consider a Lee doubly even code over 

that we want
to extend to a code with one more dimension, we have to add a vector v
which is not only Lee doubly even but also such that v and N v are Lee
doubly even.
LEMMA 5.2. ¸et C be a self-orthogonal [n, k] code of length n a multiple of
4, containing 1, with doubly even ¸ee weight codewords. ¸et us denote by
¹(n, k) the number of vectors in C which have a doubly even ¸ee weight and
whose product with  is still ¸ee doubly even. ¹hen we have
¹(n, k)"4		#3.2	.
Proof. First we notice that since the Gray map  preserves duality, the
number of doubly even (resp. singly even) Lee weight vectors D (resp. S) in C
is the same that the number of doubly even (resp. singly even) vectors in
(C). In our case, since n,0 (mod4) these numbers can be found in
[12, 20]:
D"2		#2	 and S"4	!D.
Let v be a vector of C. Since 13C, the Lee weight of v has to be even. Let
us denote by n

, n , and nN the number of respectively 1's, 's, and N 's
components in v. Then w

(v)"2n

#n#nN , from which we deduce
w

(v)#w

(v)#w

(N v),0 (mod4).
In particular this implies that if v is Lee doubly even and either v or N v is
singly even, then both v and N v have to be singly even. Moreover if v is
singly even then either v or N v, but not both, has to be doubly even. The
latter remark gives the number of doubly even vectors of C which do not
remain doubly even when they are multiplied by  or N . The result follows:
¹(n, k)"D!S
2
. 
Proof of ¹heorem 5.1. Let us denote by  (n, k) the number of doubly even
Lee weight subspaces of 

containing 1. Using the usual induction procedure
182 GABORIT ET AL.of [12, 22], we deduce
 (n, k#1)"¹(n, k)!4
4(4!1)  (n, k).
The theorem follows starting from  (n, 1)"1. 
5.2. Type II Codes of Length up to 8
Using the mass formula we check that there is only one Type II code C

of
length 4 with generator matrix:

1
0
1
1
1
w
1
w .
Construction A yields the unique even unimodular lattice in dimension
8 namely E

. There are only two Type II codes of length 8: the code 2C

and
the extended binary Hamming code of length 8 considered as a code over 

.
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